The development of multilayer composite membranes for CO 2 separation has gained increasing attention due to the desire for energy efficient technologies. Multilayer composite membranes have many advantages, including the possibility to optimize membrane materials independently by layers according to their different functions and to reduce the overall transport resistance by using ultrathin selective layers, and less limitations on the material mechanical properties and processability. A comprehensive review is required to capture details of the progresses that have already been achieved in developing multilayer composite membranes with improved CO 2 separation performance in the past 15e20 years. In this review, various composite membrane preparation methods were compared, advances in composite membranes for CO 2 /CH 4 separation, CO 2 /N 2 and CO 2 /H 2 separation were summarized with detailed data, and challenges facing for the CO 2 separation using composite membranes, such as aging, plasticization and long-term stability, were discussed. Finally the perspectives and future research directions for composite membranes were presented.
Introduction
Carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) is a greenhouse gas found primarily as a main combustion product of fossil fuel. It is also a component in natural gas, biogas, and landfill gas [1] . CO 2 in flue gas, which is generally emitted into the atmosphere, is one of the main contributions to global warming and climate change, while the presence of CO 2 in natural gas or biogas reduces the calorific value, and makes the gas streams acidic and corrosive. Therefore, the interest in removing CO 2 from natural gas and biogas gas, and CO 2 capture from syngas and flue gas, have driven the development of CO 2 separation process technologies.
In the past few decades, a large number of methods for CO 2 capture from various gas mixtures have been investigated and developed, such as chemical and physical absorption [2e4], solid adsorption [5, 6] , membrane [7e11], chemical looping [12e14] , cryogenic [15] , and gas hydrates [16, 17] . In these technologies listed above, membrane separation processes hold many advantages, including lower capital and processing costs, smaller unit size, simpler operation, simpler up-and down-scaling, better energy efficiency, and much lower environmental impact [18] . CO 2 separation by membrane technology has experienced substantial growth, breakthroughs, and advances during the past few decades. Many new membrane materials and membrane processes have been developed and verified for CO 2 separation applications in both academia and industry since the late 1970s [19, 20] . Several classification schemes have been reported for the placement of membrane/membrane processes into a variety of classes (as shown in Fig. 1 ).
Tremendous progress in CO 2 separation membranes has been made, and reports on CO 2 separation membranes have increased in the past 10 years. A large number of review papers on membranes can be found from the material point of view, such as polymeric membranes [21, 22] , mixed matrix membranes [23e26], micro-porous membranes [27e31], MOF membranes [32] , carbon membranes [33] , ZIF membranes [34] , polymer blend membranes [35] , facilitated transport membranes [35, 36] , PEG-containing membranes [37] , polyimide membranes [38] , and ionic liquid-based membranes [39, 40] . Some researchers also reviewed membranes from an application point of view, such as biogas upgrading [41e45], natural gas sweetening [19,46e49] , CO 2 capture [50e53], hydrogen production [54e56], bio-hydrogen purification [57] , olefin/paraffin separation [58] , and petrochemical industry application [59] . Generally, in the abovementioned literatures, most of the data were collected from a single gas test for selfstanding membrane with a thickness of around 50e150 mm and the separation performances were compared with the wellknown 'Robeson upper bound' [60] . However, these data normally have big variations when compared with the industrial value, mainly because of two reasons: First, pure gas measurements are poor predictions of the industrial scale membrane performances, especially for CO 2 relevant separation processes; second, the permeation properties of composite membranes with a thin selective layer (usually 0.1e1.0 mm thick) are very different from thick films, the arrangement of the polymer chains in thin polymeric films may differ from bulk polymers [6, 18] , resulting in different transport properties, and consequently different separation performances [20] .
Up to now, although a large amount of academic literature can be found using thin film composite membranes with a thin selective layer for gas separation, only a handful reviews can be found [61, 62] , and they are mainly focused on inorganic materials [63] . It is worth providing a comprehensive literature summary on the recent advances in multi-layer composite membranes for CO 2 separation. In this regard, different multilayer composite membrane preparation/fabrication technologies are introduced in this paper followed by discussions on advances in different CO 2 separation applications (e.g. CO 2 / CH 4 , CO 2 /N 2 and CO 2 /H 2 ). In addition, challenges in composite membranes in industrial applications such as aging, plasticization, and the influence of impurities are also discussed. Finally, some conclusions are summarized and future work direction perspectives are proposed.
Overview of the multi-layer composite membrane
The motivation of fabricating ultra-thin, defect-free composite membranes is to achieve a high gas flux and to ensure the membrane gas separation processes are economically viable. Compared with integral asymmetric membranes prepared by the Loeb-Sourirajan technique, the principal advantages of composite membranes include fewer limitations on the material mechanical properties and processability, and a much smaller quantity needed to deposit the selective layer of a composite membrane (0.1e2 g/m 2 ), thus some high performance but expensive materials can be used.
Important parameters in membrane separation
Gas permeability (P i , also called the permeation coefficient) and idea selectivity (a * ij ) are the two key parameters used to evaluate the intrinsic permeability property of membrane materials for gas separation membranes, which can be expressed as:
where l is the membrane thickness, J i is the gas flux of component i, while Dp is the partial pressure gradient across the membrane, and A is the effective membrane area. The most commonly used unit for permeability is Barrer, which is a non-SI unit named after Professor Richard Maling Barrer [64] (1 Barrer ¼ 10 À10 cm 3 (STP) cm À1 s À1 cmHg À1 ). Ideal selectivity (a * ij ) is defined as the permeability ratio of two pure gases, as shown in Eq. (2) .
where P i and P j are the permeability of gas species i and j in the membrane, respectively. However, for composite membranes, permeance (Q i ) instead of permeability is commonly used to assess the membrane performances due to the unclear contribution of the layers to the mass transfer resistance and sometimes the thicknesses. Gas permeance can be expressed as:
Many different units has been used to present the permeation results. The most commonly used unit for gas permeance is GPU (gas permeation unit). However, other units are also widely used. For an easier comparison, the permeance data reported in this paper are all in GPU. The conversion rate between different units is given in Table 1 .
The separation factor is commonly used instead of the ideal selectivity in reporting composite membranes that usually tested with mixed gases, where the real separation factor is not always equal to the idea selectivity due to the interaction and competition between the gases, and the concentration polarization effects in some highly permeable membranes. The separation factor is calculated from the ratio of the composition of the feed gas to the permeant gas, which can be expressed as:
where y i and y j are the molar fraction of gas species i and j on the permeate side, while x i and x j are the molar fraction of gas species i and j on the feed side. Unlike the permeability (P i ) and idea selectivity (a * ij ), which are considered as material properties of a polymer, the permeance (Q i ) and separation factor (a ij ) are more sensitive to operation conditions (e.g. upstream and downstream pressure and feed gas composition). When the upstream partial pressure of a gas is much greater than that in the downstream, or the downstream partial pressure is very low (e.g. a vacuum), the separation factor (a ij ) can be approaching the idea selectivity (a * ij ) [21] .
2.2. Composite membrane structure Fig. 2 presents a typical multi-layer composite membrane structure. Generally, a multi-layer composite membrane is fabricated by depositing different materials on a porous support. It generally contains at least a porous support and a selective layer, and for many cases, a gutter layer between the porous support and selective layer, and a protective layer above the selective layer.
In composite membranes, different layers contribute various functions to the composite membrane, thus their requirements on the properties are also different. The porous support mainly offers mechanical strength, therefore the support should have high porosity and low mass transfer resistance. In addition, the material should be cheap and easy to process into a porous structure. The main purpose of employing a gutter layer between the selective layer and porous support is to reduce the possible penetration of the coating solution into the membrane pores. It can also help to reduce the surface roughness of the support. The selective layer is the core part of a composite membrane, which offers the main separation properties of the membrane. Ideally, high gas permeance and high selectivity are the first two selection criteria for a selective layer membrane material, while other properties such as life-time, cost, aging, and stability, should also be considered. With the purpose of protecting the membrane during handling and fabrication into membrane modules, a protective layer can be employed if needed. More details about these different layers will be discussed in Sections 2.2.1e2.2.4. 
Porous support selection
The porous support in a composite membrane is normally made from the phase inversion method, which involves the precipitation of a casting solution by immersion in a nonsolvent bath (NIPS). By far, the phase inversion process remains the primary method to prepare commercial gas separation membranes, such as polyimide (PI) and polysulfone (PSf). By controlling the membrane preparation conditions, the support can possess sponge-type structures or finger-like structures. For example, by choosing different solvents, controlling additive ratios, finger-like structures and sponge-type structures can be obtained for a PI membrane, as shown in Fig. 3(A) and (B) [65] . Generally, polymer consumption is roughly around 50 g/m 2 for asymmetric porous support prepared by phase inversion methods, in which the support and top dense layer are both made from the same material. Therefore, it is hard to commercialize the membranes of expensive polymers by this membrane preparation method if the phase inversion method works for them.
The stretching method is generally utilized to prepare porous membranes made of polymers that are not soluble in commonly used solvents. This technology normally consists of 4 steps: Heating, extruding, annealing, and stretching. The polymer is first heated to a melting state and followed by extruding the polymer as a nonporous polymer film. The annealing step is applied to improve the crystalline structure of the polymer film, thus facilitating the formation of a porous structure in the stretching step. The annealed film is then stretched to form micropores [66] . Porous polypropylene (PP) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes are commonly prepared by this method. Fig. 3(C) and (D) shows the surface and cross section of a porous PP membrane prepared by using this method. It is clearly shown that the membrane prepared by using this method presents a symmetric structure.
So far, only a handful of commercially available polymer membranes have been reported as porous support. The commonly used porous supports are listed in Table 2 .
Generally, an uncoated porous support should have a much higher gas flux (at least 10 times) than the coated one, which ensures most of (over 90%) the membrane resistance lies within the selective layer. In addition, the porous support should have a clean and smooth surface for an even and defect-free coating. In Table 2 it shows that some porous supports may have a very thin "dense" top surface layer without pores. In this case the support material can also contribute to the selectivity of the process depending on the intrinsic property of the material, while the porous structure under the surface can reduce the mass transfer resistance. Fig. 3 . Porous support prepared from phase inversion (A), (B) [65] and stretching (C), (D).
Gutter layer materials
A gutter layer can be applied between the selective layer and the porous support if needed. The gutter layer contributes differently in different cases. The main function of a gutter layer is to prevent the diluted polymer solution from penetrating into the porous structure and blocking the pores. In addition, a gutter layer should be sure of a smoother membrane surface, thus it is easier to coat a thin selective layer and make it 'defect-free'. Highly permeable polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and poly(1-(trimethylsilyl)-1-propyne) (PTMSP) are the most commonly used (the chemical structures shown in Fig. 4 ) to fabricate the gutter layer.
However, although PTMSP is the polymer with the highest gas permeability (a permeability of CO 2 of around 19,000 to 37,000 Barrers) [88, 89] , the polymer will lose its performances within a very short time (as shown in Fig. 5 ). A reduction of 80% CO 2 permeance was observed for a PTMSP composited membrane coated on a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) support during an operation period of 14 days, while PDMS has a reduction of only around 5% during the same operation period. PDMS is a rubbery polymer with a reasonably stable performance over time. It has become the most commonly used gutter layer material up to now. It is worth mentioning that for PDMS membranes, cross-linking is also commonly used to improve the long-term stability. Cross-linking can also partly solve the physical aging problem in PTMSP [90, 91] .
Selective layer materials
In recent decades, hundreds, and even thousands of different polymers have been studied for gas separation in the form of thick dense membranes (with a thickness of around 50e150 mm), but only a handful of them have been applied to fabricate thin film composite membranes, and even fewer have found their commercial applications [20] . For example, glassy polymers with a rigid backbone and high free volume like PIM-1, PI show very promising gas separation performance in the thick dense membrane form. However, the accelerated physical aging in the thin film form results in losing their superior gas transport properties in a very short time [92] . Another example is the mixed matrix membrane, which consists of an inorganic filler incorporated into a polymeric matrix: A well-known route to enhance the properties of polymeric membranes. Although they show interesting results in the thick membrane form, the interfacial defects caused by the poor contact at the inorganic filler/polymer interface brings big challenges to maintain the gas selectivity when applying them in a thin film form.
The selective layer is the key part of the composite membrane, as it offers the separation function of the membrane. Ideally, materials to be used in the selective layer of a composite membrane for a successful CO 2 separation must meet the following criteria:
High gas permeability is the primary requirement of a selective layer material, as a high gas flux can effectively reduce the membrane area needed and thus reduce the capital cost. High selectivity of CO 2 over other gases can effectively reduce the stage cut, consequently reducing the amount of gases needed for circulating, which is normally needed to meet the product purity requirement. Good thermal and chemical stability are also required to ensure a reasonable membrane life-time, as many gas treatment processes have relatively harsh conditions (e.g. high temperature/pressure), and very often there are impurities in the gas streams that may attack the membrane materials (e.g. SO x and NO x in flue gas). Resistant to CO 2 plasticization is another requirement, especially for applications with high CO 2 partial pressures, which reduce the selectivity of the membranes. The membrane should also be resistant to aging, as physical aging tends to reduce the gas permeation performance of the membrane over time.
The membrane material should be cost effective and able to be readily manufactured into different membrane modules. Low price and easy processability can effectively reduce the membrane module price and make the membrane more competitive to other separation technologies.
In the past few decades, many different polymers have been applied to fabricate multilayer composite membranes, such as polyimides, polyamides, block copolymers, and hydrophilic polymers with various amino groups. Basically, they can be divided into two categories according to the gas transport mechanisms: Solution-diffusion mechanism and facilitated transport mechanism. The mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The most commonly studied transport mechanism in polymeric membranes is the solution-diffusion mechanism: Both the diffusivity and solubility of a gas contribute to the gas permeation. There is no chemical reaction involved in the gas transport. The driving force is the partial pressure of the gas between the feed side and the permeate side. This type of membrane is usually subjected to a trade-off between the gas permeability and selectivity [93] .
A facilitated transport mechanism is another mechanism that involves reversible reactions between CO 2 and the functional groups in membranes. Compared to solution-diffusion membranes, facilitated transport membranes can have higher permeability and selectivity at a relatively low driving force. Another general characteristic of facilitated transport membranes is that the CO 2 permeability/permeance is pressure dependent, as the mobile carriers will be saturated under high CO 2 partial pressures and lose the facilitated transport properties, resulting in decreasing CO 2 permeability and consequently decreasing CO 2 selectivity over other gases, as shown in Fig. 7 . More detailed discussion about facilitated transport membranes can be found in Refs.
[94e96].
Since Ward et al. introduced facilitated transport membranes in 1967 [97] , various facilitated transport membranes for CO 2 separation have been reported. In these membranes, amino groups (e.g. primary amine, secondary amine, and steric hindered amine) are the most commonly reported facilitated transport carriers. For example, polyvinyl amine (PVAm) is one of the most intensively studied polymeric membrane materials for CO 2 facilitated transport, in which the amino groups are defined as "fixed site carriers," as they can reversibly react with CO 2 and facilitate the CO 2 transport [94, 98] . Water vapor is usually involved in this type of facilitated transport: CO 2 firstly reacts with water in the membrane promoted by the functional groups (facilitated transport carriers), and then transports quickly in the form of HCO 3 À ions, while the non-reactive gases like H 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 will transport through the membrane exclusively by the solution-diffusion mechanism; therefore the transport of CO 2 is greater than that of other gases, and consequently a high CO 2 selectivity can also be obtained. Compounds containing the carboxylate group (COO À ), the carbonate group (CO 3 2À ), fluorion (F À ), potassium (K þ ), and calcium (Ca 2þ ) have also been reported with facilitated transport effects [94, 99, 100] . It is worth mentioning that mimic enzymes containing a metal activation center have also been reported to facilitate the CO 2 transport in membranes [101, 102] . As the advances in various categories of CO 2 separation membrane materials have been extensively reported in Refs.
[21e31], a detailed description of the materials and their properties is not included in this paper.
Protective layer
A protective layer can be coated on the selective layer in a multi-layer composite membrane if needed. The protective layer has mainly two functions: To plug the small defects in the selective layer to improve the selectivity [103, 104] , and/or to protect the soft selective layer (e.g. Pebax) from being damaged in the membrane handling and membrane module fabrication process, especially in the fabrication of a membrane module with a high membrane packing density.
Fabrication of multi-layer composite membranes
The coating technique is essential in preparing a multilayer composite membrane with a high performance. In the past few decades, various technologies have been developed to Fig. 6 . Solution-diffusion and facilitated transport mechanism in a composite membrane. Reproduced from Ref. [40] . FTA represents facilitated transport agents.
fabricate ultra-thin, defect-free layers. The most commonly used techniques are dip-coating, interfacial polymerization, and solution-casting.
Dip-coating
Currently, dip-coating is the simplest but most commonly used way to fabricate multi-layer composite membranes.
As shown in Fig. 8 (A), in dip-coating, the composite membrane is prepared by coating the selective layer on the porous support by dipping the support into the polymer solution and lifting at a controlled speed. Normally a selective layer with a thickness of 0.05e2 microns can be prepared. The key parameters that need to be controlled in this process include the polymer solution concentration, the soaking time, the support withdrawal speed, as well as the evaporation environment (e.g. relative humidity, temperature). Fig. 8(B) is one example of composite membranes prepared by the dip-coating of a Pebax/ PEG mixture solution on a porous PAN support.
Many mathematic models have been developed to predict the dip-coated layer thickness [106e108]. One of the commonly used models developed by Landau and Levich is shown in Eq. (6) [109] :
where the Ca is a capillary number and defined as Ca ¼ hU=s, h is the viscosity of the liquid, U is the withdrawal speed, and s is the surface tension of the liquid, r is the density of the liquid and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. It is worth noting that this method is only valid for low capillary number conditions; if the operation condition falls in the high capillary number regime, then another estimation model needs to be considered [110] .
As a rule of thumb, gas flux through membranes is proportional to the selective layer thickness; therefore a thin and defect-free selective layer is normally preferred in order to achieve a high gas permeance. However, for facilitated transport membranes, the selective layer thickness cannot be optimized by simply reducing the coating layer thickness [111] . Schultz et al. suggested calculating the optimized facilitated transport membrane thickness based on the carrier complexation reaction rate and the Fickean diffusion rate using the second Damk€ ohler number [112, 113] .
Compared to flat-sheet membranes, the hollow fibers are more commonly used in industry for gas separation, as they can offer a higher specific area per unit and a higher transmembrane pressure drop. Hollow fiber composite membranes can be coated from both the core side and shell side.
Interfacial polymerization
The preparation of composite membranes using interfacial polymerization was developed by John Cadotte, and North Star Research further developed this technology [114] . Composite membrane prepared by interfacial polymerization is mostly used in water treatment. As the relatively thin selective layer (around 100 nms), the water flux can be high with a perfect salt rejection rate.
A composite membrane prepared by interfacial polymerization was considered unsuitable for gas separation, as in the interfacial polymerization process, a less cross-linked hydrogel is formed in the pores of the support. When this membrane is dried and applied for gas separation, the gel becomes a rigid network and adds large resistance to the gas transfer, thus resulting in very low gas fluxes [114] .
In 1991, Baker et al. first introduced a gutter layer prior to the interfacial polymerization to prepare a membrane for gas separation [115] . Later on, Wang et al. used the same method to prepare interracially polymerized membranes for CO 2 separation [99] (as shown in Fig. 9 ). Small molecular amines with different structures were employed to react with the trimesoyl chloride (TMC) and resulted in a thin selective layer with a thickness of around 100 nms. The gutter layer can effectively prevent the penetration of the monomer solution into the pores, and thus solves the problem of hydrogel formation in the support pores. Parameters in the interfacial polymerization process include monomer concentration, polymerization time/temperature and curing conditions (e.g. curing time and temperature). Fig. 9 shows the schematic of the interfacial polymerization with a gutter layer (left) and the SEM image of a composite membrane prepared by interfacial polymerization of TMC and amines on a PSf porous support with a PDMS gutter layer on top.
Solution-casting
Solution-casting is the most straightforward method of fabricating a composite membrane. A coating applicator is normally used to cast the polymeric solution on a porous support. By carefully controlling the pre-set wet coating thickness (the gap between the substrate and coating knife) and the polymer concentration, the coating layer thickness can be effectively controlled. Generally, the thickness of the selective layer prepared by this method can vary from below 1 mm to a few dozen mms. Fig. 10 shows the typical procedure of the multi-layer composite membrane preparation using the solution-casting method.
As the thickness of the selective layer is controlled by a coating applicator, it is challenging practically to prepare membranes with a selective layer lower than 1 mm.
Spin-coating
Spin-coating is widely used in the micro-fabrication of oxide layers using solegel precursors [117] . It has been also applied for preparing polymeric multi-layer composite membranes in the lab scale. In this process, the membrane is first fixed on a horizontal substrate, followed by dropping the proper amount of polymer solution onto the support (as shown in Fig. 11 (A)). The substrate is then rotated or spun at a high speed. Centrifugal force causes the solution to spread into a thin film, while the solvent rapidly evaporates to yield a uniform solid polymer coating on the substrate. Fig. 11 (B) shows an SEM image of a composite membrane prepared by using this method, in which the selective layer was obtained by spincoating of polyimide polydimethylsiloxane triblock copolymer solution on a PAN substrates (40 mm) at a speed of 1000 rmp for 10 s. The thickness of the coating layer can be adjusted by controlling either the coating solution concentration or the spinning speed.
Chemical vapor deposition
The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique has been mainly used for the deposition of inorganic thin films. However, the CVD of polymeric thin films has become a new research topic in the past few years and has been applied in different fields [118] . For example, CVD has been used for polymeric membrane surface modification, membrane pore size control, and composite membrane deposition [119e121]. The separation performance of these composite membranes can be tuned by controlling the density and the thickness of the top layer. Compared with other methods used to fabricate multi-layer composite membranes, the gas phase in a CVD process can be directly converted to thin films. By eliminating the need to dissolve macromolecules, CVD holds the possibility of preparing multi-layer composite membranes from insoluble polymers and highly cross-linked organic networks.
Post-treatment
It is worth mentioning that besides the selective layer thickness, which is a key parameter that needs to be controlled during membrane fabrication, the post-treatment process also has considerable effects on the final membrane properties. It has been reported that even for the same material, different post-treatment could lead to huge differences in gas separation performances. Generally, different research groups tend to use different post-treatment strategies. For example, Cai et al. and Li et al. kept the membrane in a box with a constant relative humidity for a period of time before drying it [122, 123] . Zhao et al. And Zou et al. tends to put the freshly coated membranes into a high-temperature oven for a few hours to further crosslink the PDMS gutter layer and remove the residual solvent in the membranes [124, 125] .
Apart from the methods mentioned above, there are more technologies for membrane coating, such as spray coating [126] , brush coating [127] , layer-by-layer deposition [128, 129] , as well as ultrasonic deposition [130, 131] . However, they are not commonly used for gas separation applications, and hence are not discussed in this review.
CO 2 separation applications

CO 2 /N 2 separation
Power generation from fossil fuel-fired power plants (e.g. coal and natural gas) is the single largest source of CO 2 emissions. The main composition of flue gas from different fossil fuel recourses is listed in Table 3 . The majority of the flue gas is N 2 (78e80%) with a part of CO 2 (10e15%) and small amounts of different impurities such as NO x and SO x .
Up to now, amine absorption seems the most mature technology, and it has been successfully used to treat CO 2 -contained industrial gas streams for decades [2, 132] . Membrane is considered an environmentally-friendly and energyefficient alternative with great potential, but membranes with both high CO 2 permeability and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity must be utilized to be economically competitive with amine absorption for CO 2 capture from flue gas.
During the last decade, a large number of new membranes have been developed in lab scale, and several of them have been tested in a pilot scale. The reported membranes with detailed information on the membrane selective layer materials, porous supports, morphology, fabrication techniques, as well as the membrane separation performances are summarized, as listed in Table 4 .
As can be seen, the composite membranes listed in Table 4 were prepared mainly by solution casting or dip-coating, and PVAm has been the most studied polymers [68,81,98,148e151] . Different strategies were used to improve the CO 2 transport properties, including copolymerization with other functional groups, incorporating with nano-sized particles, or blending with other compounds that can have strong interactions with CO 2 . Wang et al. and Deng et al. studied incorporating different nano particles (e.g. MOF particles, PANI nanofibers, fumed silica nanoparticles, and CNT) into a PVAm polymeric matrix, and the gas separation properties of these mixed matrix membranes were investigated [152, 173] . It is commonly accepted that the inorganic particles tend to aggregate and form bigger size particles in the membranes. However, they successfully fabricated composite membranes with around 1e10 mms without defects. By modifying the surface of the nanoparticles with some functional groups such as eNH 2 , the adhesion between the particles and polymeric materials can be improved and result in higher gas selectivity [174] . Polymeric nanoparticles were also blended with Pebax to enhance the gas separation performances by Fu et al., and by optimizing the nanoparticle size/content in the nanocomposite membrane, a CO 2 permeance of over 1500 GPU with a CO 2 /N 2 selectivity of around 30 being fabricated [161] .
Yave et al. systematically investigated different copolymers with polar ether segments, such as different grades of Pebax and polyactive [72, 137] , which are commercially available polymers with a relatively low price and holds the potential of further scaling up. The PDMS gutter layer was usually employed in their membranes, and low molecular weight CO 2 -philic solvents, such as PEG, were used as additives to enhance the separation performances. By carefully optimizing polymer molecular weight, casting solution concentration, as well as the end groups of the free PEG-based additives, membranes with a selective layer of as low as around 50 nms can be formed with extraordinary CO 2 separation performances [72, 137] .
Scofield et al. studied the incorporation of different PEG copolymers to a Pebax polymeric matrix to enhance the CO 2 transport. Both the gutter layer and the selective layer were fabricated by a spin-coating process. The resulted membrane showed similar CO 2 /N 2 selectivity, but much higher CO 2 permeance than the pristine membrane without the additives [141] . Several researchers have also tried to incorporate various ionic liquids with polymers to prepare membranes with better CO 2 separation performance [40, 175, 176] .
Ho and coworkers also studied facilitated transport membranes for post-combustion CO 2 capture, specifically at relatively high temperatures [177] . According to their results, high temperature can promote the reaction between CO 2 and the facilitated transport agents in the membrane, therefore high selectivity and high gas permeability can be obtained at the same time.
It is worth mentioning that Koschine et al. fabricated composite membranes with high free volume polymer (PIM-1), and by incorporating 2 wt% MWCNT into the polymer, the physical aging rate of the membrane was effectively reduced. CO 2 permeance show a reduction of 17% over a storage time of 300 days, while the corresponding pristine PIM-1 membrane without CNT showed a CO 2 permeance reduction of 38% [172] . This suggests that by properly selecting inorganic fillers, the physical aging problem of high free volume polymer can be partly solved and the membrane may be promising for further applications.
Most of the aforementioned membranes are flat sheet membranes. Chen et al. investigated the possibility of coating a layer of Pebax on a porous PAN hollow fiber support for CO 2 /N 2 separation [90] . PDMS was used as the gutter layer in their study. Different parameters such as coating solution concentration and coating time on gas separation performance were investigated and optimized [90] . They also investigated the influence of adding ILs into the Pebax matrix. It was found that the free ILs can enhance both the solubility and diffusivity of the gas, thus enhanced CO 2 permeability and selectivity of CO 2 over other gases can be obtained. However, it was challenging to fabricate a defect-free composite membrane with a Pebax-IL mixture.
The possibility of post-combustion CO 2 capture using an amino group-based fixed-site carrier (FSC) membrane has been intensively investigated by H€ agg and coworkers in the lab scale and pilot scale with both flat sheet and hollow fiber membranes. Different parameters in the membrane preparation process were systematically investigated, such as coating solution concentration, casting solution pH, membrane thickness, relative humidity, as well as membrane swell ratio [98, 151, 178] . Attempts were also made by blending the PVAm with different compounds (e.g. PVA and nanoparticles) to improve the properties of the membrane. Membranes with a CO 2 /N 2 selectivity of over 200 have been developed with a reasonable lifetime. A pilot-scale membrane module with a membrane surface of over 10 m 2 has been applied in the cement industry for a pilot-scale test over a period of 9 months [179] . According to the results, the membrane showed good stability under real industrial operation conditions. [102] . Membranes with a selective layer of around 120 nms were successfully fabricated with Zn(II) as the active site to simulate the enzyme function for CO 2 facilitated transport. Very recently, facilitated transport membranes containing a low molecular weight mimic enzyme (Zn-cyclen) were developed by Saeed and Deng using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as the polymer matrix [101] . With the presence of the mimic enzyme, both the CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity were greatly enhanced. The permeance of CO 2 in a mimic enzyme PVA membrane is 5 times greater as compared to that in a PVA membrane with a doubled CO 2 /N 2 selectivity.
In 2013, Oh et al. reported a poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)/ Potassium fluoride (KF) electrolyte membrane for facilitated CO 2 transport [153] . According to their results, the KF can reversibly interact with CO 2 molecules, and the resulted PVP/ KF electrolyte membrane show enhanced CO 2 separation performance compared with a neat PVP membrane. In 2014, the same group introduced fluorosilicate anions (SiF 5 (H 2 O) À ) to the same system, and it shows that the anion has a significant effect on the K þ carrier activity, resulting in increased CO 2 transport compared to the previous F À based membranes [154] . Even though these two polymer electrolyte membranes show relatively low separation performances, by properly choosing both the polymer matrix (e.g. Pebax) and the facilitated transport salt (e.g. Calcium phosphotungstate), different membranes with attractive results showing a CO 2 permeability of over 3500 Barrers with CO 2 /N 2 selectivity over 70 was reported [180, 181] . Furthermore, these membranes exhibited almost no apparent changes in permeability or selectivity during a 400-h continuous long-term stability test.
The main drawback for a facilitated transport membrane is that the CO 2 permeability (permeance) is dependent on CO 2 partial pressure, and at a high CO 2 partial pressure, the facilitated agents will be saturated by CO 2 and lose the facilitated transport effect. Nevertheless, for the postcombustion CO 2 capture, the total feed gas pressure is around 1 atm, with a CO 2 concentration of around 3%e15%; facilitated transport agents will not be saturated at such low CO 2 partial pressures, making facilitated transport membranes excellent candidates for post-combustion CO 2 capture.
CO 2 /CH 4 separation
Natural gas (NG) consumption worldwide was 3393.0 billion cubic meters in 2014 [164] , and this is growing every year, making natural gas processing the largest industrial gas separation application. Generally, most of the raw NG needs to be treated to meet pipeline specifications, as raw NG having a widely variable composition, including CH 4 (the main component of natural gas), water vapor, CO 2 , H 2 S, N 2 , as well as heavier gaseous hydrocarbons, as listed in Table 5 . The composition of these components varies depending on reservoir sources [48] . The availability of a simple process The support membrane pore size either expressed as nm or molecular weight cut off (MWCO).
technology that can be applied in remote, unattended, or offshore situations is highly desirable for NG processing and purification.
The two major processes in raw NG processing are gas dehydration and gas sweetening. CO 2 removal is the main part of NG sweetening, as CO 2 is the main acidic gas impurity in NG, as shown in Table 5 . The necessity for CO 2 removal is not only to increase the fuel heating value, but also to reduce pipeline corrosion as well as preventing atmospheric pollution [182] .
Membranes for NG processing were first commercialized in the 1980s for CO 2 removal [183] , which has been the dominant membrane gas separation application since then. Commercial NG separation membrane materials include polyimides, cellulose acetate, as well as some perfluoro polymers and polysulfone (PSf). These membranes usually show a CO 2 permeance of around 100 GPU or less, with a CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity of around 20 or less under real industry operation conditions [19] .
In the past ten years, a large number of membrane materials (both inorganic and polymeric) have been synthesized and tested in the lab scale for CO 2 separation from CH 4 , including different polyimides [38, 184, 185] , polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) [186] , thermal re-arranged (TR) polymers [28] . A large number of different organic/inorganic particles have also been introduced to fabricate mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) for NG sweetening [187e189]. Generally, these membrane materials were fabricated into membranes with a thickness of around a few mm to hundreds of mms. There have been many reviews summarizing these developments [19, 48, 190] . However, despite these great achievements in material development, many of these materials have limitations and are hard to fabricate into composite membranes (e.g. TR polymers, MMMs). Fortunately, there are also many polymers being fabricated into multilayer composite membranes with a selective layer around or lower than 1 mm: detailed information is given in Table 6 . Some of them show much better separation performances (one magnitude higher CO 2 permeance) compared to the most commonly used cellulose acetate (CA) membranes under lab conditions.
As can be seen from Table 6 , despite the different polymeric materials used, the main membrane fabrication technologies are dip-coating, solution casting, and interfacial polymerization (IP). With a thin selective layer, these membranes normally show much higher CO 2 permeance compared to commercial CA membranes. For example, in Table 6 most of the up-to-date CO 2 separation data are better than the commercial CA membranes, and some of them exhibit much higher permeance and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity [116, 145, 194] . However, almost all the data were collected under controlled laboratory conditions using a synthetic binary or ternary gas mixture without impurities. Furthermore, separation tests were normally carried out at relatively low CO 2 partial pressure conditions. The performance of these membranes could have been overestimated for real conditions at much higher CO 2 partial pressure and the presence of impurities.
Generally, for a membrane based on facilitated transport, a decline in both CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity with increasing the CO 2 partial pressure can be observed. This is recognized as characteristic behavior of a facilitated transport membrane due to 'carrier saturation' [205] . As CH 4 is not involved in the facilitated transport, the feed pressure has a limited effect on CH 4 permeability (if the membrane is not plasticized by the high pressure CO 2 ), resulting in a decrease in the overall CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity. For example, Li et al. developed a membrane with a CO 2 permeance of around 1600 GPU and a CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity of about 85 at an operational pressure of 1.1 bar. By increasing the operation pressure to 30 bar the CO 2 permeance sharply reduced to around 200 GPU with a CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity of lower than 30 [116] . Different facilitated transport membranes developed in the same group show similar phenomena [145] . Another factor that contributes to the reduction of CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity is the membrane plasticization induced by the high CO 2 partial pressure, which tends to increase the permeability of all gaseous species.
The application of facilitated transport membranes containing PVAm in NG gas treatment at high pressures were also studied by Deng and H€ agg at the lab scale and small size pilot [122, 151, 197] . The PVAm-based FSC membranes were optimized for high pressures. The CO 2 partial pressure shows considerable negative influence on both CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity in these membranes. The membrane structure and fabrication procedure were systematically investigated to develop more pressure-resistant membranes. The fabrication parameters, including blending with PVA, the post-treatment conditions and the addition of CNTs, were optimized and membranes with significantly improved performance reported [111, 173] . The influences of impurities on the separation performances of the same membranes were intensively studied by Uddin et al. [196, 206, 207] .
One concern for a facilitated transport membrane is that some of the impurities, such as H 2 S and SO 2 , may have a competitive reaction with the facilitated transport carriers in the polymeric matrix, which may reduce the CO 2 permeance as well as the selectivity of CO 2 over CH 4 . The plasticization is another concern, especially for high CO 2 pressure applications. These will be discussed in more detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. With these concerns, people argue that the loss of separation performance between lab measurements and actual practice is greater than that occurs for CA or other PI membranes with CO 2 separation performances in the "low Table 5 Typical natural gas compositions, adopted from Ref. [46] . [204] performance" region. For this reason there are only a handful materials that retain their market share for a fairly long time [19] . Composite membranes with new materials in the selective layers were not easy to be commercialized as yet, due to the gap between the lab results and the practical value obtained in industrial conditions.
CO 2 /H 2 separation
Hydrogen is considered the most promising and environment friendly "green" fuel, as the only combustion product is water, which produces no environmental or ecological damage. To date, large-scale hydrogen production generally occurs via steam methane reforming (SMR) followed by the watergas shift (WGS) reaction, represented by the Eqs. (7) and (8) . The final composition of the product from SMR and WGS is largely dependent on the molar steam and carbon ratio, temperature, and pressure.
Hydrogen purification is essential to satisfying the various purity requirements for different applications. Since the product leaving the WGS reactor contains primarily H 2 and CO 2 , their effective separation is of paramount importance. Hydrogen enrichment can be achieved by various approaches, including pressure swing adsorption (PSA), cryogenic distillation, and membrane separation. The first large application of membranes was hydrogen recovery from ammonia plant purge gas and hydrogen/CO ratio adjustment in syngas/petrochemical plants. Later, the same membranes were also used to recover hydrogen from hydrocarbon and hydro-treater off-gas streams [55] .
Although considerable research on polymeric gasseparation membranes has been conducted, specific references that report the gas-transport properties for the H 2 /CO 2 gas pair are rather limited. There are two categories of CO 2 /H 2 separation membrane: CO 2 selective and H 2 selective membranes. Glassy polymers (e.g. polyimides) are generally used for fabricating H 2 -selective membranes with higher thermal stability, while rubbery polymers are commonly used as CO 2 -selective membranes. There are different pros and cons for these two category membranes. The first advantage of the H 2 -selective membranes is that many H 2 -selective membranes can be used at higher operating temperatures compared to CO 2 -selective membranes. Moreover, there is no need to remove the impurities in the feed, such as H 2 O vapor, CO, HCl, N 2 , O 2 , BTX (benzene, toluene, xylene), as H 2 -selective membranes work predominantly on the principle of diffusivity selectivity; the higher diffusivity of H 2 (compared to the other gases) ensures the exclusion of other gases. However, one serious limitation of using H 2 -selective membranes for hydrogen purification is the need to recompress the permeate stream after separation. In addition, high operating pressure may lead to membrane plasticization and reduce the selectivity of H 2 over other gases.
Different from the H 2 selective membranes, CO 2 selective membrane works due to the solubility differences of various gases. The main advantage of the CO 2 selective membrane is that H 2 stays in the retentate, which remains high pressure and thus no recompression is needed for H 2 . In addition, the composition of CO 2 in the gas mixture that requires purification is typically much lower than H 2 , thus a smaller membrane area is needed compared with the H 2 selective membrane. Third, there is greater scope to increase the reverse gas CO 2 / H 2 selectivity by employing facilitated transport membranes since they are not limited by the solution-diffusion mechanism. As always, a coin has two sides: There are disadvantages in CO 2 selective membranes. First, many CO 2 selective membranes prefer a relatively low temperature, as a high temperature will increase the H 2 diffusivity, and hence reduce the CO 2 /H 2 selectivity. Second, impurities present in the feed streams with low condensability (e.g. N 2 and O 2 ), may stay in the retentate with H 2 , thus further purification is needed. Some of the up-to-date advances in CO 2 /H 2 separation membranes are listed in Table 7 .
For CO 2 -selective polymeric membranes that do not involve facilitated transport, there seems to be a limitation for the CO 2 /H 2 selectivity, which is lower than 15 with only a limited number of exceptions [218] . The relatively weak physical interactions between these polar functional groups and CO 2 molecules may have resulted in the relatively low CO 2 /H 2 selectivity. Even more CO 2 -philic functional groups could be introduced to render the membranes to be solubilitycontrolled for CO 2 /H 2 separation. For example, Yave et al. introduced tailor-made CO 2 -philic additives into a Polyactive polymer matrix by fabricating composite membranes with a selective layer of around 40 nms. High CO 2 permeance was obtained (1777 GPU). However, the CO 2 /H 2 selectivity is only around 10 [72] . The operation temperature also has a significant influence on the membrane performances: At a low temperature, the CO 2 solubility increases in the membrane, while the H 2 diffusivity reduces, thus the membrane based on a solution-diffusion mechanism normally shows both higher CO 2 permeability and CO 2 /H 2 selectivity at lower temperatures [219] .
Ho and co-workers intensively studied a series of amine and salt mobiles carriers (e.g. PAA, PEI, AIBA-K, glycine-Li, 2-aminoisobutyric acid (AIBA-K) and potassium hydroxide (KOH)) in a blend of cross-linked poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and polyallylamine (PAA) [220, 221] . Extremely high CO 2 permeability (over 6000 Barrers) and CO 2 /H 2 selectivity (over 150) was obtained at high temperatures (over 110 C) [125] . Later on, the same group investigated the utilization of satirically hindered polyamines as fixed-site carriers, which also resulted in high-performance membranes with a CO 2 permeability of over 6500 Barrer and a CO 2 /H 2 selectivity of over 300 at 110 C [124, 156] . The sterically hindered amine is an amine surrounded by a crowded steric environment. The existence of a sterically hindered amine cannot only accelerate the reaction rate between amines and CO 2 , but also promote the CO 2 absorption capacities [222e224], resulting in a membrane with both high CO 2 permeability and high CO 2 Cross linked PVA and amine (10e25)
PSf (~10) e Casting 10% CO, 40% H 2 and 50% CO 2 120 C, 1.1 PSIG 2300e3000 120e180 [217] selectivity over other gases. It is worth mentioning that, different from general facilitated transport membranes, which suffers from the "carrier saturation" problem at high CO 2 partial pressures, by properly choosing the facilitated transport carriers, such as the PAA and AIBA-K, the facilitated transport membranes achieved a relatively high CO 2 /H 2 selectivity larger than 85 and a CO 2 permeability greater than 1000 Barrers at 15 atm and at 106e110 C [211, 213] . Compared with polymeric membranes applying a solutiondiffusion mechanism, facilitated transport membranes show both higher CO 2 /H 2 selectivity and higher CO 2 permeability. However, developing carriers exhibiting a higher reaction rate and CO 2 absorption capacity along with better long-term stability are desired.
Aging, plasticization, long-term stability, and the impacts of impurities
Practically, gas separation membrane should have a lifetime of more than 3e5 years. Membranes that cannot achieve this life-time are unlikely to be used. However, most membranes show a decline of about 30% or even more in gas permeance in 2e3 years, in which most of the decline is in the first six months of operation. Furthermore, real membrane operating conditions may be much harsher than in the lab (e.g. high temperature/pressure, nasty impurities), these conditions may also have negative effects on the long-term performances on the membranes.
Aging
Glassy polymers are inherently non-equilibrium materials and will go towards the thermodynamic equilibrium state over time. Therefore, their properties are strongly time dependent (e.g., density, refractive index, permeability). The physical aging of bulk polymers has been studied extensively, and several models have been developed to describe the behavior [225] . In early 1990s, researchers found that material behavior is strongly dimension dependent, significant and unpredicted deviations can be found on the same material between a bulk state and thin film state [226, 227] . Since then, extensive studies on the influence of physical aging on glassy polymer behavior have been reported in the literature. An excellent summary of physical aging is given in Ref. [228] . Fig. 12 shows the aging behavior of PSf membranes with different thickness. The physical aging was monitored by recording the O 2 and N 2 permeability [229] . Generally, the physical aging rate was found to increase as the film thickness decreases; this means the physical aging can be significant for practical membranes as they normally have a thickness in the micrometer range or even lower. For example, for high free volume polymers (e.g. 6FDA-DAM), an order of magnitude decrease in permeability relative to the initial value over the course of 1000 h of aging was observed in the thin film state, while thick 6FDA-DAM polymer film maintained a relatively high permeability over thousands of hours of aging [230, 231] . Therefore, an improved understanding of physical aging rates will allow more accurate predictions of the long-term performance of composite membranes with a glassy polymer selective layer, which is of crucial importance in designing a membrane system with a satisfactory performance over long service periods.
In the past few years, great efforts have been made to study the thin film physical aging. Many different technologies have been applied to investigating the physical aging of the thin film composite membranes, such as tracking gas permeability [231] , ellipsometry [232] , fluorescence spectroscopy [233] , and energy positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy technology [234] . Despite the various technologies used to characterize the physical aging for different polymers, their results generally fit well with the gas permeability measurements.
It is commonly accepted that the higher aging rate in thin films compared to bulk polymers is due to the higher diffusion rate of the free volume to the surface. It is also believed that the film has a region of enhanced mobility near the film surfaces, which enhances polymer chain mobility (decreased Tg) and results in accelerated physical aging [235] . Paul et al. intensively investigated the physical aging of different glassy polymers, and mathematic models have been developed [235e241]. Colmenero et al. also thoroughly reviewed the physical aging of glassy polymers and methods to monitor physical aging [242, 243] . The dynamics and thermodynamics in physical aging phenomenon were also explained.
The mechanism of the rapid physical aging observed for thin film membranes is not yet fully understood. However, it is clear that several key factors can have a significant effect on the physical aging behavior of the thin films, including:
Membrane thickness:
Membranes with a thinner thickness present higher physical aging rate, thus new materials/strategies should be developed to have a thin selective layer for composite membranes, while maintaining a low physical aging rate.
Membrane preparation process/storage history It is reported that solvents used to prepare a membrane and the membrane's previous processing history have a significant influence on the physical aging [241, 244] . In a practical membrane preparation process, these parameters should be taken into consideration.
Membrane operation temperature/pressure and storage atmosphere Different temperatures/pressures will influence the diffusion rate of the free volume holes and consequently different physical aging rates. The storage atmosphere also has significant impacts on physical aging.
It is worth emphasizing that in recent decades many different methods have been developed to suppress physical aging, including polymer blending [245] , thermal [246] / chemical [247] /UV cross-linking [248] , surface plasma treatment [249] , and the addition of various additives (e.g. nanoparticles) [250e254] . Polymer blending may result in a mixture with better physical aging resistance, but lower permeability and selectivity. Cross-linking is a proven strategy to suppress physical aging, but it normally causes an unavoidable loss in permeability with a gain in selectivity. On the other hand, by properly choosing nano-additives, the incorporation of nanoparticles into the membranes may combine the synergistic properties of enhancing permeability, physical aging resistance, and anti-plasticization characteristics. Thus, incorporating nanoparticles into polymeric membranes can be an effective alternative solution to reduce physical aging.
Plasticization
It is difficult to give an unambiguous definition of plasticization. Normally, the plasticization of glassy polymers is defined as the increase in gas permeability as a function of feed pressure [255] . The minimum pressure necessary to induce the permeability-increase is called the plasticization pressure. Fig. 13 shows the typical plasticization phenomena of a polymeric membrane. Plasticization needs to be considered specifically for high-pressure CO 2 separation applications. For most of the thick glassy polymeric membranes, CO 2 permeability follows a trend: Decreasing with increasing pressure at low feed pressures, then increasing as the driving pressure is further elevated (as shown in Fig. 13 ). The first part of the curve can be characterized by the dual sorption behavior, and the second part of the curve can be characterized by the plasticization behavior. This behavior can be explained by the sorption of the highly soluble penetrants (e.g. CO 2 and hydrocarbon vapor), which tend to facilitate the local polymeric segmental rearrangement, thus increasing the free volume and macromolecular chain motion, resulting in an increment of the gas permeability of all gas species but a reduction in the selectivity.
It is well known that the plasticization pressure is thickness dependent [257] . For example, dense 6FDA-DAD at 35 C is plasticized by 14 bar CO 2 [258] , while for asymmetric Matrimid the plasticization pressure is <4 bar [259] . For NG sweetening applications, high pressure CO 2 , as well as the heavier hydrocarbon impurities (e.g. C 2 H 6 , C 3 H 8 ) in the feed stream can cause plasticization and reduce the selectivity of the membrane.
The CO 2 plasticization and conditioning effects in thin glassy polymer films can be different from their behavior in thick membranes. In recent years, researchers have intensively studied the CO 2 plasticization for a series of different glassy polymers, including Matrimid ® , polystyrene, polyetherimide, and polysulfone made from bisphenol A (PSF), poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO), as well as some amorphous perfluoropolymers [230,235,239,240,260e270] . According to the results, thin films respond more quickly and intensely to plasticizing gases, such as CO 2 , than thick films, even at lower pressures. Fig. 14 clearly shows that a Matrimid membrane with a thickness of 20 mms has a much higher plasticization pressure than the same polymer with a thickness of 182 nm. Furthermore, for polymers with different CO 2 solubilities, the degree of plasticization follows the CO 2 solubility in the polymer. In general, for a particular polymer, CO 2 plasticization is a function of film thickness, CO 2 Reproduced from Ref. [229] .
pressure, exposure time, aging time, and the prior preparation/ storage/thermal treatment history. A high CO 2 pressure will induce both physical aging and plasticization, and these two effects are competing with each other, as can be seen in Fig. 15 [240] . Membranes tested at relatively high operation pressures and temperatures (but lower than the plasticization pressure and Tg) leads to physical aging and decreased gas permeability. Further increasing the CO 2 pressure will promote the CO 2 molecular penetration through the membrane, and increase the permeability of all gas species. In a short period of time, the CO 2 plasticization dominates, and therefore the gas permeability increases. However, after a period of operating, it appears that the tendency for physical aging dominates, and the CO 2 permeability goes down over a longer period of time, as shown in Fig. 15 . It worth mentioning that in Fig. 15 no reduction can be found for the membranes with a selective layer of 20 mms in thickness, which is believed mainly because that the CO 2 exposure time is not long enough (1000 h).
Various strategies have been applied to reduce the plasticization effect, including cross-linking, thermal annealing, and plasma treatment [263,271e275] . Cross-linking modification has been approved to be an effective approach in suppressing the plasticization phenomenon by different researchers [276e280]. Generally the cross-linking tends to change the chemical structure of the polymers, consequently changing the chains mobility, the interstitial space between chains. Crosslinking will generally result in the reduction of free volume, and a consecutive reduction in gas permeability, but better plasticization resistance. Different methods of cross-linking were summarized in Ref. [276] .
Thermal annealing is also widely studied to improve the plasticization resistance of membranes. For example, Chung et al. found that 6FDA-2,6DAT hollow fibers show no increase in CO 2 permeance over a wide range of pressures with the membrane being thermal annealed for a period of time over 250 C [275] . Chen et al. found that thermal annealing at 250 C for 30 min was sufficient to suppress plasticization for a Matrimid membrane [272] . Different explanations for the effect of thermal annealing have been proposed. Chung et al. stated that the thermal treatment leads to a more compact selectiveskin layer and substructure (no cross-linking was observed), which strengthens the anti-plasticization characteristics of the membrane [275] . On the other hand, researchers also proposed that the formation of charge transfer complexes (CTC) during thermal annealing is the main reason for the better antiplasticization performance [281, 282] . Recently, Chen et al. employed the competitive sorption theory to explain the effect of thermal annealing on plasticization. According to their results, the thermal annealing can alternate the ratio of Henry and Langmuir sorption sites and consequently shifts the plasticization pressure to a larger value. The CO 2 sorption in Henry's sites is the main contributor to the dilution of the polymer chain and the plasticization, while Langmuir site sorption contributes very little to the plasticization [272] . Plasma treatment was also used to improve the antiplasticization properties of a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) membrane, as the plasma treatment could lead to surface crosslinking of the PMMA membrane, the resulting membrane exhibited a better plasticization resistance [273] .
Long-term stability and the effects of impurities
Long-term stability is critical for the practical application of membranes. However, it is not realistic to test the long-term stability of the membrane for a period of years in the lab. Many groups carried out their stability tests over few hundreds hour-period, and so far most of the reported membrane separation data are tested in the lab scale using an artificial gas mixture (binary or ternary mixture of CO 2 and other gases). However, in the real gas separation process, there are always different kinds of impurities in the feed stream, for instance, there are SO x , NO x , O 2 , and fly ashes in the flue gas, while H 2 S and heavier hydrocarbons are the main impurities in the raw natural gas or biogas. For many cases, the content of these impurities is relatively small, but they can have significant influences on the separation performances of the membranes. The performance of the membrane reported using idealized simple CO 2 /N 2 feed conditions is usually overestimated compared to real industrial conditions. For example, for NG sweetening application, heavier hydrocarbons have a high solubility in the membrane materials; as a consequence, membrane materials will swell and gradually lose selectivity. In post-combustion CO 2 capture, SO 2 can have competitive sorption and reaction with the facilitated transport reagents and reduce the CO 2 permeance. In the past few decades, many researchers have investigated the effect of different impurities for dense membranes with different membrane materials, including an extensive review on this topic [283] . However, reports on the effect of impurities on thin-film composite membranes are limited.
The "conditioning" method is mostly used to investigate the influence of impurities in the feed gas, both for a dense membrane and thin-film composite membranes. Generally, the procedure of this method is to expose the membrane in some simulated gases containing different amounts of impurities for a period of time, from a few days to a few weeks; then the membrane is tested and compared with the fresh membranes without conditioning. Normally a gas mixture with a much higher impurity concentration and higher pressure is used to speed up the influence and shorten the exposure time.
Qiao et al. and Liao et al. investigated the influence of impurities in flue gas on the separation performances using a gas mixture with a much higher impurity concentration to speed up the influence [148, 149] . After the membrane was exposed in the gas mixture for a period of time, a clear recovery step of permeance was observed for all the membrane samples, denoting these impurities have a negative effect on the separation performance, but the negative effect of the impurities is reversible. It is found that the presence of impurities leads to a reduction in permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity by 28% and 20%, respectively. Li et al. systematically studied the effects of SO 2 concentration on CO 2 separation performances. By increasing SO 2 concentration from 35 to 5000 ppm, the CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity decrease by 16.6% and 20.2%, indicating that CO 2 separation performance is not sensitive to SO 2 concentration in the feed [131] . In a separate study, the above amine-containing membrane showed stable operation in a 500-h test under simulated flue gas operating conditions with 200 ppm SO 2 and 200 ppm NO 2 [207] . Wang et al. studied the antioxidative properties of their membranes with O2 presence and found a limited influence of O 2 on the separation performances over a period of 400 h [99, 284] .
Instead of using the conditioning method, Li et al. studied the effects of impurities on their membrane performances using a simulated flue gas, which contains 14.5 vol% CO 2 , 6.5 vol% O 2 , 100 ppm SO 2 , 50 ppm NO 2 , 10 ppm CO, balanced by N 2 . Performance deterioration is observed when the impurities are present in the feed gas, CO 2 permeance decreased from about 1350 GPU to around 1050 GPU, CO 2 / N 2 selectivity decreased from about 125 to 105. However, the membrane performance can gradually recover completely if the impurities are removed from the feed gas, confirming the negative effect of the listed impurities is reversible [116] .
For most of the facilitated transport membranes, water vapor is needed to promote the reversible reaction between CO 2 and the reactive group in the membrane matrix. If the humidification is discontinued, generally a sudden decrease in both the CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity can be observed, as shown in Fig. 16 . Fortunately, it is a reversible process: When the feed gas is humidified again, the CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity can be recovered.
Wang et al. also studied the effects of different coexisting gaseous compounds and fine particles (fly ash) in the flue gas on the PSf asymmetric membranes. According to their results, water vapor can promote the CO 2 separation performances, while the O 2 and SO 2 can slightly inhibit or have a negligible effect on the CO 2 separation performance, respectively. At the same time, the porous fine particles will reduce both CO 2 permeance and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity, as it can occupy the effective membrane area and reduce the driving force of CO 2 transport [285] . Fig. 16 . Influence of water vapor on CO 2 separation performances, reproduced from Ref. [68] .
Pilot-scale testing of a polymeric membrane for CO 2 captured in a real flue gas stream from a cement plant was studied by H€ agg and co-workers. The membrane was prepared by using a porous polymeric hollow fiber support offered by Air Product with a PVAm coating. Testing was carried out over a 9-month period under real conditions, which contains various impurities such as NO x , SO x , and fly ashes. A vacuum was applied on the permeate side to increase the driving force. The membrane showed a relatively stable performance over the whole operation period, demonstrating a good long-term stability of this membrane under industrial condition [179] .
The influences of impurities in natural gas sweetening have been intensively studied by Uddin et al. using both conditioning methods and simulated gas containing impurities [196, 206, 207] . Different impurities such as H 2 S, heavier hydrocarbons (e.g. nhexane and propane), and contaminants from other natural gas treatment processes such as monoethylene glycol and triethylene glycol were investigated. They concluded that the aggressive environment does not introduce permanent damage to the PVAm/PVA blend membrane. These impurities showed a negative effect on the separation performances, but did not destroy the facilitated transport function of the membrane.
All impurity gases (e.g. SO x , NO x , heavier hydrocarbons) have negative effects on the separation performances of the membrane, but for some impurities, such as SO 2 and NO x , the negative effects are reversible, and the membranes can be gradually recovered after the impurities are removed. However, for solid impurities like fly ashes, the negative effects are most likely irreversible as they will occupy the effective membrane surface and reduce the gas permeance permanently. To deal with the impurity problem, the first option is to employ a pre-treatment prior to the membrane module. Apart from that, robust membrane materials that can uphold harsh operational conditions should be used.
Conclusions & perspectives
This paper provides a comprehensive review on the advances on multi-layer composite membranes for CO 2 separation in the past 10e15 years. According to the literatures and the discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Facilitated transport material-based composite membranes have been the mostly studied CO 2 separation membranes in recent decades. Many promising results have been obtained, and a few of them have come to a pilot scale. (2) Glassy-rubbery block copolymers (e.g. Pebax, Polyactive) have been other widely studied selective layer materials for composite membranes. These polymers normally separate CO 2 based on the solution-diffusion mechanism. (3) Despite the great progress made in developing highperformance glassy polymers (e.g. high free volume polymer), the application of these high free volume glassy polymers in a composite membrane is limited mainly due to the fast physical aging. (4) Different additives have been used in composite membranes with various purposes, including small molecular amines, nanoparticles, low molecular weight PEG and ILs. These additives can improve the CO 2 separation performances through different transport mechanisms. (5) Most of the membrane separation performances reported were tested under a simulated gas mixture without impurities. The performance is probably overestimated. Separation reduction will probably happen with the appearance of impurities in the feed gas.
In summary, membrane material research for gas separation, specifically CO 2 separation, has made great progress in recent decades. However, to make membrane technology more competitive in the industrial market, great efforts are needed. Some perspectives for future research are therefore proposed:
(1) To develop high-performance membrane materials with both high permeability and high selectivity remains the primary and essential part of membrane development. (2) Economical and environmentally-friendly membrane fabrication process is desired. Despite different membrane configurations and membrane preparation methods reported, less attention has been paid to the membrane fabrication process. (3) Testing of membranes needs to be done under more realistic and harsher conditions relevant to industrial operation conditions (e.g. SO x , NO x , fly ashes etc.). To test the effects of impurities only using conditioning methods with simulated impurities gas may not present a real separation scenario. (4) Physical aging and plasticization of thin composite membranes need to be further studied with respect to the mechanism and new anti-aging techniques. (5) Investigating membranes' long-term stabilities under realistic conditions (e.g. various contaminants, high pressures or/and high temperatures etc.), and developing longlasting membranes.
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